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Sydney John Kay (1906-1970) was born Kurt Kaiser and after fleeing Germany in 
1933, changed his name in honour of his new home town. He became the new 
composer on the block for Australian film scores in 1946 when he worked on A Son 
is Born.

(Below: Sydney John Kay).

The film was post-produced in London, which left Kay with some difficulties, as he 
explained in a story for the Sunday Herald on 27th March 1949:



Proof of the value of Kay's mathematics was given with the recording of the music 
for "Bush Christmas".
The final "rough cut" had been flown to London, after Kay had seen it three times. 
Left with a script, his stop-watch and an urgent demand to send the music over as 
soon as possible, he finished his job in two weeks.
The English conductor played the music on to the sound track without a hitch. The 
congratulatory cable said: "It fitted like a glove."
Kay gives his three cardinal rules for writing background music - it must be 
descriptive, follow faithfully the emotions sought after in the script, and be heard but 
not overhead.

Kay, in the same story, noted he had composed over a hundred pages of music for 
the eighteen minute documentary on the river Murray, This Valley Is Ours, yet he 
wrote less than ninety for Bush Christmas.

(Kay also provided this anecdote in relation to A Son is Born):

Kay tells of the time he recorded the music for "A Son Is Born," which starred Ron 
Randell and Peter Finch. He knew the film well, things looked simple. But at the 
recording, the projection unit was set up behind the screen instead of its customary 
place in front.
"My first music cue," says Kay, "was Finch's first entrance. I remembered that he 
entered from the right-hand side of the screen, and kept by baton raised and my 
eye on the door, waiting for it to open.
"But of course, putting the projector behind the screen had reversed the normal 
image. Finch came in on the left-hand side.
"I was too startled to do anything, and all my weeks of careful timing were wasted. 
No, I didn't play the music backwards, but I felt like it."

Peter Finch credited Kay with bringing theatre to life for him via the Mercury 
Theatre, as he recounted to the Sydney Sun-Herald on 15th August 1954:

There was lots of work in the postwar boom - radio plays, films, the legitimate 
theatre, a two months' expedition into Arnhem Land with cameraman George Heath 
to make an educational film for Gaumont-British. It was an exciting time.
And then came Finch's electrifying meeting in a King's Cross coffee lounge with 
Sydney John Kay, a European composer and theatrical zealot who had come to 
Australia to live.
"All the publicity I got was out of balance," says Finch. "The real soul and force 
behind the Mercury Theatre was John Kay. He infected me with his burning passion 
for drama; his titanic energy was a contagion.
"We were wild-eyed with fanaticism, desperate that something be done to drag the 
Australian theatre from the dreary doldrums of 'The Desert Song' and 'Maid of the 
Mountains' where it had been wallowing for decades; to do something better than 
the meretricious slickness of the radio serials. With Alan Ashbolt and John Wiltshire, 
we formed the Mercury Company.
"Into it we sunk every penny we could find - and when we put on our Continental 
repertoire at the Conservatorium it was a terrific succes d'estime.



"But we couldn't stay at the Conservatorium and we tried desperately to get a 
proper theatre. The dead hand was too heavy for us. How could you hear Gogol or 
Moliere or Lope de Vega when the damned Riff Song was echoing all over 
Australia? We worked every day and night. Every penn Kay made out of writing 
music, every penny I earned from radio, was poured into the Mercury; and then one 
day we made our decision.
"If we couldn't get a theatre, then we'd take the theatre to the people. We'd done it 
in the Army, we could do it in the biggest city in Australia. Kay. with incredible skill 
and ingenuity, contrived a bizarre folding stage and proscenium which we could 
pack with all our props and scenery in a single truck, and out we went to play the 
factories and the schools."

(Kay would later get Laurence Olivier to attend a factory show - he "later said that it 
was the most exciting thing he had seen in the world of theatre for years: it 
reminded him, he said, of the lost days of the strolling players" - and so Finch met 
with Olivier, and all that implied for his career and the notorious triangle with Vivien 
Leigh.

The National Library of Australian provides this brief CV for Kay:

Born in Germany as Kurt Kaiser, Kay studied engineering in Berlin, where in 1927 
he became a member of the Jewish-German showband, the Weintraub 
Syncopators. With this leading German jazz group he appeared in the film The Blue 
Angel, accompanying Marlene Dietrich. As a victim of the racist policy of the Nazis, 
he had to leave Germany in 1933 and went on a world tour with the Weintraubs. 
Kaiser played trombone, clarinet, saxophone and wrote arrangements for the group. 
In 1937 they arrived in Australia and decided to stay. Kaiser settled in Sydney and 
changed his name by deed poll to Sydney John Kay. After the beginning of the war 
he and other members of the band were interned as enemy aliens. As a 
consequence the Weintraub Syncopators was dissolved. After his release, Kay 
became musical arranger for the Colgate-Palmolive radio unit and wrote musical 
scores for documentary and feature films in the late 1940s and early 1950s. He ran 
the Theatre for Children in Sydney (1944-45) and then became Managing Director 
of Mercury Theatre Pty Ltd and producer-director of the Mercury Mobile Players, 
which brought classic comedy to wide audiences. In 1952 Kay opened the Mercury 
Theatre in the St James Hall in Sydney, but due to financial problems had to close it 
in late 1953. From 1955 until his death in 1970 he worked in London as a 
composer-arranger. (here)

Kay has a wiki here.

In 1947, Kay published a selection of the tunes of Bush Christmas, composed and 
arranged for piano by him, with fingerings by Frank Hutchens. It was issued by 
Chappell & Co. in Sydney, and ran to 8 pages.

John Reynders (1888-1953) was a British, musician and composer and bandleader 
who worked on a number of film scores. His band (frequently known as John 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/people/679068?q=sydney+john+kay&c=people
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sydney_John_Kay


Reynders' Dance Orchestra) was popular on the dance circuit in the nineteen 
thirties, and he is listed on the BFI data base here. 

http://ftvdb.bfi.org.uk/sift/individual/147633

